Web-based solution
for allocating
and settling gas
gathering and
plant processing.

GasStream

GasStream
Industry standard for integrated gas gathering,
processing, transactional and accounting
management and support.
Errors in accounting and data management are
simply unacceptable.
Working inefficiently and ineffectively with home-grown
software or cobbled-together solutions are difficult and
expensive to manage. One example is the use of spreadsheets,
which are great tools for analysis; but having financial data in
a hodgepodge of spreadsheets makes it hard to maintain one
version of the truth. This is where spreadsheets start to break
down, leading to confusion, frustration and costly mistakes in
the workplace. Employees want their jobs to be seamless and
employers want accurate results.
GasStream organizes your assets and maximizes profitability
at no risk. It can be customized for task such as forecasting,
nominations, checks and balances, improved data accuracy
and invoicing. Using a guided method that encompasses
your entire daily workflow, GasStream offers a well-defined
process to help relieve much of the confusion and frustrations
your team faces. With our powerful, easy-to-use and secure
application, modeling your business processes are streamlined
to empower users to focus more on business.

“I was super impressed with how easy [GasStream’s setup] was. As always you
have done a remarkable job setting this up to be very user friendly.”
–Director of Revenue Accounting

Key applications

Key features

• Gathering

• Robust auditing

• Plant processing

• Dynamic reporting

• Allocations, settlements
and invoicing

• Powerful, easy-to-use,
secure

• Prior-period adjustments,
when needed

• Scalable architecture

GasStream flexibility keeps your organization
one step ahead in a competitive market.
GasStream physically and contractually allocates volumes,
applies fees and rates and financially settles your assets.
Invoices are created for simple gathering/redelivery or for
processing fees that are invoiced separately instead of being
netted out. Industry standard settlement statements are
generated showing all products, volumes and pricing used to
settle with the producer.
• Proactively track shipper daily imbalances
• Pay and get paid for midstream gas gathering and processing
services
• Return to or pay producers their fair share of products
produced at the plant
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• Fast, modern web pages
• Web-Services based
integration
• Can be hosted, installed
on-premise, leased or
purchased

